The Role of Regulatory T Cell Defects in Type I Diabetes and the Potential of these Cells for Therapy
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Abstract

Type I diabetes is increasing in incidence in developed countries [1]. Diabetes arises from a breakdown of tolerance to islet antigens, resulting in T cell-driven destruction of the islet cells and concomitant hyperglycemia. In this review, we explore whether this loss of tolerance results in part from a defect in the action of regulatory T cells. We draw on both human data and that obtained from NOD mice, the murine model of autoimmune diabetes. Although insulin-based therapies have been highly successful in treating diabetes, the complications of long-term hyperglycemia are still major causes of morbidity and mortality. Accordingly, we also discuss whether treatment with regulatory T cells is a viable method for restoring long-term tolerance to self-antigens in recently diagnosed or pre-diabetic individuals. Regulatory T cell therapy offers many potential advantages, including a specific and lasting dampening of inflammation. However, some significant hurdles would have to be overcome before it could become an established treatment.
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T cell regulation – a crucial part of peripheral tolerance

It is well-established that thymic deletion of autoreactive cells is not a completely stringent process. Consequently, the peripheral T cell repertoire in both mouse and man contains cells that are capable of being activated by self-peptides. It has been shown that in some cases, autoreactive cells do not become activated because they remain “ignorant” of their antigen [2]. Furthermore, it is also clear that autoreactive cells can be deleted or anergized upon encounter with self-antigen in the periphery, particularly if there is no inflammatory context associated with the presentation of that antigen. A further active mechanism for maintaining self-tolerance involves dominant regulation by so-called “suppressor” or regulatory T cells (Treg).

The idea that a subset of T cells is dedicated to preventing over-zealous T cell responses from causing tissue damage has been around for over thirty years. It is an attractive hypothesis; the immune system must mount a fast and effective response to pathogens and consequently there is scope for the positive feedback loops that drive this to become uncontrolled. Many strands of negative feedback exist to calm responses when they are no longer necessary. Regulatory T cells are one of the specific arms of this process. Although a significant literature focused on regulatory T cells built up in the 1970’s, they became rather unfashionable. Since the mid-nineties, however, they have enjoyed a renaissance that has seen them rise once again to the
forefront of studies on self-tolerance and autoimmunity [3].

**Regulation by CD4+CD25+ T cells**

In 1995, Sakaguchi and colleagues showed that inoculation of T cell-deficient (nude) BALB/c mice with CD4+ T cells that had been depleted of CD25+ cells caused a variety of autoimmune diseases in the recipients, including thyroiditis, gastritis, insulinitis, polyarthritis and glomerulonephritis [4]. Furthermore, mice that had been given CD4+CD25- cells made heightened responses when immunized with foreign proteins or when given an allogeneic skin graft. The mice could be rescued from the autoimmune manifestations by infusion of CD4+CD25+ cells within a limited period following transfer of the CD4+CD25+ cells. This notion of a protective CD25+ subset was consistent with the published observation that mice exhibiting defects in IL-2 signaling suffered from autoimmune disease. Sakaguchi’s group also linked old data showing that thymectomy of three-day-old mice caused widespread autoimmunity with their work on CD4+CD25+ cells. They found that CD4+CD25+ cells begin to appear in the periphery three days after birth and that neonatal thymectomy eliminates CD4+CD25+ cells from the periphery for several days. Inoculation of mice with CD4+CD25+ cells following three-day thymectomy prevents the development of autoimmune disease that is normally induced following the procedure [5].

Later, Shevach’s group demonstrated that CD4+CD25+ cells could suppress the proliferation of their CD25- counterparts during in vitro stimulation with anti-CD3 or specific antigen [6]. In addition, data has accumulated demonstrating that Treg could suppress B cell responses [7] and influence the manner in which DC and macrophages presented antigen to other T cell responses [8] and influence the manner in which anti-CD3 or specific antigen [6]. In addition, data has demonstrated that these diseases were indeed the result of a regulatory cell deficiency. These publications demonstrated that Foxp3 expression in the mouse was largely confined to CD4+CD25+ thymocytes and splenocytes. Retroviral transduction of CD25+ cells with Foxp3 caused them to acquire a regulatory phenotype that could suppress responses both in vitro and in vivo [11, 12] while importantly mere activation or Th1/Th2 differentiation of CD25- cells did not drive the expression of Foxp3. Furthermore, mice that transgenically over-expressed Foxp3 had increased numbers of Treg in the periphery [10].

While the role of Foxp3 as the master-switch of regulatory activity in the murine system is conclusive, its role in human T cell physiology is not quite so clear cut. Although it is true that Foxp3 is over-expressed in the CD4+CD25hi population in human T cells and that mutations in the human FOXP3 gene give rise to the human disease IPEX (immunodysregulation, polyendocrinopathy, and enteropathy, X-linked), which is extremely similar to the phenotype seen in the scurfy mouse, there seem to be important differences in the stimuli that can induce FOXP3 in human T cells. For instance, a recent publication by Ziegler’s group [16] has demonstrated that in human cells, activation with anti-CD3 and anti-CD28 can induce expression of the FOXP3 gene. This was not the case in the original experiments on the mouse. It is, however, shown that these activated, FOXP3-expressing T cells have suppressive capabilities in vitro. Nevertheless, there is some evidence to suggest that the expression of FOXP3 need not always be correlated with a regulatory phenotype. For instance, T cell clones specific for Mycobacterium leprae and adenovirus express FOXP3 mRNA [17]. Although in both these clones, FOXP3 expression was confined to the CD25hi population, these CD25hi cells were able to proliferate avidly and produce large amounts of IFN-γ in response to antigen. This is in stark contrast to the normal behavior of T regulatory cells in vitro. It remains possible that while these cells are positive for FOXP3 by RT-PCR, only a small percentage of them actually express FOXP3 and therefore no regulatory phenotype is seen when they are stimulated in vitro. In addition, it could be true that, though

**Foxp3 as a master controller of regulatory T cell function.** It had been previously established that a single gene defect of the Foxp3 gene (FOXP3 in humans) caused widespread autoimmunity in both humans and mice [13-15]. The clinical syndromes observed in both scurfy mice and humans suffering from IPEX are similar to those observed in experimental models in which Treg are selectively depleted. In 2003, three groups demonstrated that these diseases were indeed the result of a regulatory cell deficiency. These publications demonstrated that Foxp3 expression in the mouse was largely confined to CD4+CD25+ thymocytes and splenocytes. Retroviral transduction of CD25+ cells with Foxp3 caused them to acquire a regulatory phenotype that could suppress responses both in vitro and in vivo [11, 12] while importantly mere activation or Th1/Th2 differentiation of CD25+ cells did not drive the expression of Foxp3. Furthermore, mice that transgenically over-expressed Foxp3 had increased numbers of Treg in the periphery [10].

While the role of Foxp3 as the master-switch of regulatory activity in the murine system is conclusive, its role in human T cell physiology is not quite so clear cut. Although it is true that Foxp3 is over-expressed in the CD4+CD25hi population in human T cells and that mutations in the human FOXP3 gene give rise to the human disease IPEX (immunodysregulation, polyendocrinopathy, and enteropathy, X-linked), which is extremely similar to the phenotype seen in the scurfy mouse, there seem to be important differences in the stimuli that can induce FOXP3 in human T cells. For instance, a recent publication by Ziegler’s group [16] has demonstrated that in human cells, activation with anti-CD3 and anti-CD28 can induce expression of the FOXP3 gene. This was not the case in the original experiments on the mouse. It is, however, shown that these activated, FOXP3-expressing T cells have suppressive capabilities in vitro. Nevertheless, there is some evidence to suggest that the expression of FOXP3 need not always be correlated with a regulatory phenotype. For instance, T cell clones specific for Mycobacterium leprae and adenovirus express FOXP3 mRNA [17]. Although in both these clones, FOXP3 expression was confined to the CD25hi population, these CD25hi cells were able to proliferate avidly and produce large amounts of IFN-γ in response to antigen. This is in stark contrast to the normal behavior of T regulatory cells in vitro. It remains possible that while these cells are positive for FOXP3 by RT-PCR, only a small percentage of them actually express FOXP3 and therefore no regulatory phenotype is seen when they are stimulated in vitro. In addition, it could be true that, though
they express FOXP3 mRNA, they do not express the protein itself.

**T regulatory cell populations other than CD4+CD25+ cells**

One of the most intriguing features of suppressor T cell biology is that these cells seem to occur in many different forms. In addition to those that become committed to the regulatory pathway during thymic development, there are T cells that acquire suppressor function as a result of encounter with their antigen in specific contexts in the periphery. These include the administration of antigens intranasally or orally [18, 19] and the culture of T cells with allogeneic immature dendritic cells [20]. Interestingly, populations of IL-10-secreting regulatory cells can also be induced upon culture with conventional CD4+CD25+ Treg [21] and this induction of IL-10 may be dependent on TGF-β. Induced T regulatory cells seem, like conventional ones, to be a feature of both human and murine immune physiology.

The phenotype of peripherally-induced regulatory cells varies depending on the circumstances under which they were formed. Those formed following oral tolerization secrete high levels of TGF-β after *in vitro* stimulation in both mice and humans [22-24]. They have been termed Th3 cells and their purpose may be to drive IgA production by B cells as well as suppression of potentially autoreactive responses [18]. An additional subset of induced regulators predominantly secrete IL-10 and have been termed “Tr1” cells (reviewed in [25]). They can be induced *in vitro*, for example following repeated intranasal administration of antigen or superantigen administration. Intriguingly, it appears that in the mouse a subset of dendritic cells exist that specifically induce their differentiation [26]. Such a population of GAD-specific Tr1 cells has recently been identified in young NOD mice [27]. A role for pathogen-specific Tr1 cells has also been posited as a possible mechanism by which mammals limit potentially harmful immunopathology [28, 29]. Viewed another way, the induction of pathogen-specific Tr1 cells might also represent a strategy by which microbes that cause chronic infections prevent their total elimination.

Tr1 cells can also be formed *in vitro* following the prolonged culture of T cells with immunomodulatory compounds such as IL-10 or combinatorial treatment with vitamin D3 and dexamethasone [30, 31]. These protocols will be discussed later when we explore the *in vitro* generation of therapeutic T regulatory cells.

One could argue that “induced” T regulatory cells merely represent expansion of the CD25+ thymic Treg. There is substantial evidence, however, that suppressor T cells can arise *de novo* in the periphery. Mice that have undergone day three thymectomy (therefore lacking CD4+CD25+ T cells) and have no prostate gland are capable of developing prostate-specific T regulatory cells when prostate formation is induced by testosterone administration later in life. Studies of Foxp3 expression have helped delineate different species of induced regulators. Firstly, it has been shown that Treg induced by peptide administration or through *in vitro* culture do not have to express Foxp3 at all to be suppressive [32] – this is highly suggestive that they are an entirely different species of suppressor cells. However, it has also been demonstrated that Foxp3 can be induced in peripheral CD25+ T cells both *in vitro* and *in vivo* and that these T cells acquire suppressive function [33-37].

**Do defects in T regulatory cells contribute to autoimmune diabetes?**

**Defects in CD4+CD25+ cells**

Whether a deficiency in the number or function of Treg can contribute to the onset of diabetes mellitus has been addressed by several studies of the NOD mouse. A study by McDevitt’s group found that NOD mice have significantly lower numbers of Treg in the spleen and thymus when compared with BALB/c mice. This difference was found to be present at 3, 8 and 15 weeks of age. NOD mice also have lower numbers of Treg in the thymus when compared with other mouse strains that do not develop spontaneous autoimmunity. However, they have similar numbers of Treg when compared with strains that exhibit spontaneous autoimmune manifestations. This “gradation of regulation” through the strains was also evident to a certain extent when splenic Treg were examined.

NOD mice had lower numbers of Treg than BALB/c mice. This difference was found to be present at 3, 8 and 15 weeks of age. NOD mice also have lower numbers of Treg in the thymus when compared with other mouse strains that do not develop spontaneous autoimmunity. Further, this study showed that the total number of Treg is likely to be regulated to some extent by the pro-inflammatory cytokine TNF-α. It is known that injection of TNF-α to neonatal NOD mice accelerates the onset of diabetes whereas anti-TNF-α therapy at the same time abrogates the disease. Interestingly, neonatal TNF-α blockade increases the number of CD4+CD25+ T cells in spleen and thymus, whereas neonatal injection with TNF-α itself significantly decreases Treg numbers in both of these organs. By contrast, a study by Berzins et al. [38] examined the percentage of CD25 in the CD4 compartment in six-
week-old pre-diabetic mice rather than the absolute number of Treg in the lymphoid organs. In an extensive analysis, these authors detailed the percentage of CD4+CD25+ cells amongst thymocytes, recent thymic emigrants, splenocytes and pancreatic lymph node lymphocytes. Using this method, they found no significant differences in the percentage of Treg between NOD mice and other strains of mice – some of which were the same as those discussed in the study by Wu et al. [39].

While it remains unclear whether NOD mice are deficient in the absolute number of Treg, there is a growing consensus that they do have a deficit in the function of these cells, particularly as they age. One publication showed that CD4+CD25+ cells from eight-week-old NOD mice are able to suppress the ability of diabetogenic splenocytes to transfer diabetes to NOD.scid mice. The CD4+CD25+ cells from 16-week-old NOD mice, however, cannot prevent disease transfer mediated by diabetogenic splenocytes [40]. These findings were confirmed by in vitro assays of suppressor cell activity and it was additionally noted that the CD4+CD25+ cells from older mice are also more difficult to suppress. A second publication (while broadly confirming these findings) pointed out that even diabetic NOD mice do have some functional Treg that can mediate in vitro suppression if only the CD25hi cells are selected [41]. Therefore, the results observed by Gregori and colleagues may represent the fact that in mice with significant autoimmune inflammation, more of the CD4+CD25+ cells are activated cells rather than regulatory cells and the absolute number of Treg or the function of individual Treg may not necessarily have decreased. Nevertheless, it is likely that some decline in Treg function occurs in NOD mice, as demonstrated in a recent paper by Gregg [37] and colleagues in which they show that T regulatory cell function declines with age and that this is associated with a loss of membrane-bound TGF-β from the surface of CD4+CD25+ T cells.

**Defects of regulation in human diabetics**

A recent study has demonstrated that there does indeed appear to be a defect in T cell regulation in diabetic individuals [42]. CD4+CD25+ T cells from the peripheral blood of patients who had been recently diagnosed with type 1 diabetes were compared with those from healthy, age and HLA-matched controls with respect to surface phenotype and in vitro suppressive function. These authors found that while there appeared to be no difference in the frequency of CD4+CD25+ cells between patients and controls, there was a significant impairment in the ability of diabetic patients’ Treg to suppress proliferation of CD4+CD25- cells in vitro. In co-cultures with CD4+CD25+ T cells, the Treg from diabetic patients were approximately two-fold less effective in suppressing proliferation when effector T cells and Treg were mixed at a 1:1 ratio. In addition, analysis of the cytokines produced in such co-cultures showed that there were higher levels of the pathogenic cytokine IFN-γ and lower levels of the more immunosuppressive cytokine IL-10. This data is consistent with an earlier study by the same group which showed that diabetic patients made a pro-inflammatory response to islet antigens whereas HLA-matched controls made one that was dominated by the secretion of anti-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-10 [43].

This result obtained in diabetic patients is similar to that observed in a variety of other autoimmune diseases. It has previously been established that there is a defect in the efficacy of suppression mediated by regulatory cells from patients suffering from multiple sclerosis (MS) compared with Treg from healthy controls. The MS patients’ CD4+CD25+ cells were unable to suppress proliferation or pro-inflammatory cytokine production effectively [44]. Similar results were obtained by Ehrenstein and colleagues who observed that Treg taken from the peripheral blood of patients suffering from rheumatoid arthritis, although able to suppress the proliferation of CD4+CD25+ cells in vitro, were unable to suppress the production of IFN-γ and TNF-α by these cells. T regulatory cells from rheumatoid patients were also defective in their ability to suppress TNF-α production by monocytes [45]. This study also neatly illustrates the point that suppression of inflammatory cytokine production and suppression of T cell proliferation can be uncoupled as shown in other studies. Intriguingly, Treg function was restored in patients who responded to anti-TNF-α therapy. Defects in regulatory T cell function have also been cited as causative factors in autoimmune polyglandular syndrome and myasthenia gravis.

**T regulatory cell therapy**

As it has been established that defects in T cell regulation may contribute to a number of human autoimmune diseases, a major advance would be the introduction of therapies that specifically re-established tolerance to the autoantigens that were driving the autoimmune process. One way in which this could be accomplished would be to treat individuals with regulatory T cells that were specific for such autoantigens.
These cells could then mediate local immunosuppression by abrogating responses to these antigens and also by inducing bystander suppression. In bystander suppression responses to other autoantigens being primed in the same location are also affected either by direct cell-cell interaction between Treg and T effector cells or via interactions between Treg and antigen-presenting cells (Figure 1).

T regulatory cell treatment may be advantageous for other reasons too. Mouse models inform us that Treg can be long-lived in vivo [46, 47] and this may obviate the need for frequent treatment. Most importantly, Treg can condition other cells of the immune system to behave differently. They can lessen the costimulatory abilities of antigen-presenting cells [48] and it has been suggested that they can induce non-regulatory cells to produce the immunosuppressive cytokine IL-10 [49, 50], in some cases conferring on them regulatory activity. In this way, limited treatment with Treg may be able to induce a long-term dominant tolerance to autoantigens rather than just the short-term amelioration of inflammation.

Regulatory T cells – attempts to induce them for therapy

One of the major obstacles to regulatory T cell therapy is the low frequency at which these cells are found in blood. In vitro culture methods must therefore be established to facilitate the bulk production of large numbers of regulatory T cells. One of the first successful examples of the large-scale culture of suppressor cells involved generating Tr1-like cells rather than conventional CD4+CD25+ T cells. In 1997, it was shown that expansion of human or mouse CD4+ T cells in the presence of IL-10 led to the generation of T cells that produced very high amounts of IL-10 and some IL-5 but low levels of IL-2 and IL-4. These cells could inhibit the antigen-specific proliferation of naïve T cells in vitro and the murine cells could suppress inflammatory bowel disease in a scid transfer model [31]. However, the finding that these cells did not make immunosuppressive cytokines exclusively but could also make some proteins that could facilitate Th2 responses made them potentially dangerous as therapeutics. Using a combination of vitamin D3 and dexamethasone, though, a T cell population could be differentiated that secreted only IL-10 in significant quantities. These cells were suppressive in an IL-10-dependent manner, suggesting that there was more to their regulatory phenotype than the mere ability to secrete large amounts of IL-10. Interestingly, they were not Foxp3+, lending further weight to the argument that Tr1 cells are a separate lineage of suppressors [32].

Culture in the presence of TGF-β has also been used to induce regulatory function in naïve human T cells as a putative therapy for autoimmune diseases [51]. In this study, the induced regulatory cells exhibit-
ited a phenotype that was similar to that of conventional T regulatory cells in that they expressed CD25 and CTLA-4. This is consistent with later work showing that TGF-β can induce Foxp3 [33, 34]. However, it is also possible that conventional Treg in the naïve cell population were being expanded as depletion of CD25 prior to culture with TGF-β significantly impaired the generation of a suppressor cell population.

Recent advances

Previous attempts to induce suppressor T cells in vitro involved culturing naïve peripheral T cells in the presence of compounds that would skew their differentiation towards a suppressive phenotype. While T cells with regulatory properties have been generated in vitro, they have been shown to be distinct from the CD4+CD25+ subset that exists in the intact animal. The last three years, however, have witnessed major advances in the in vitro manipulation of conventional CD4+CD25+ T cells. The development of two major techniques underlie these steps forward. Firstly, it is now possible to expand CD4+CD25+ cells in vitro through continuous rounds of cell division. Secondly, CD4+CD25+ Treg can be generated de novo from CD25- cells via retroviral transduction with the Foxp3 gene.

Regulatory T cell expansion

The in vitro expansion of CD4+CD25+ T cells always posed a difficult task; investigators may have been deterred by the legendary proliferative unresponsiveness of these cells in culture. It has become clear, however, that T regulatory cells are capable of vigorous proliferation in response to antigenic stimulation in vivo. The question then arose of how one could recreate the conditions that facilitate Treg proliferation in the whole animal in the in vitro setting. Moreover, could this be achieved without the outgrowth of small numbers of contaminating CD4+CD25- cells that will always vigorously proliferate in cell culture? Several publications had demonstrated that Treg could multiply in response to some stimuli in vitro, such as IL-2 [6, 52] and IL-4 [53]. It was subsequently shown that human Treg could be expanded with allogeneic feeder cells and high doses of IL-2 without losing their suppressive capacity [54]. However, to determine whether such expanded T regulatory cells are still capable of mediating in vivo suppression, one must look to animal models.

Expanded Treg are capable of suppressing disease in a graft-versus-host model of disease [55]. In this study, murine T regulatory cells were expanded using combinatorial therapy with anti-CD3, IL-2 and TGF-β. Approaches involving the expansion of T cells specific for a known antigen are now being used to provide insight into therapeutic Treg action.

Recently, a systematic protocol for large-scale Treg expansion in vitro using dendritic cells has been published [56]. This group expanded OVA-specific T regulatory cells using CD86hi dendritic cells as antigen-presenting cells and showed that these were more efficient stimulators than whole splenocytes. It has also been shown that LPS-matured bone-marrow derived dendritic cells can facilitate Treg expansion more efficiently than immature dendritic cells and, while this is dependent on costimulation, neither IL-2 nor IL-15 production is required from the dendritic cells [57]. Such studies give important insights into the role that dendritic cells play in facilitating Treg expansion in vivo and give us some sense of the conditions that would best drive such proliferation physiologically.

Importantly, Steinman’s group then expanded their findings from BALB/c mice to the field of autoimmunity in a paper by Tarbell and colleagues [58]. In this study, they expanded the T regulatory cells of the BDC2.5NOD mouse. This mouse is a TCR transgenic in which the cDNA for the TCR is derived from an islet-reactive clone, BDC2.5. In vitro, T regulatory cell function was strikingly enhanced by the expansion. Crucially, the expanded Treg cells also passed with flying colors when put through their suppressive paces in vivo. When co-transferred with diabetogenic splenocytes from NOD mice to NOD.scid recipients, they were able to efficiently suppress diabetes onset at remarkably low numbers.

Another excellent publication details a protocol for Treg expansion based on stimulation with anti-CD3 and anti-CD28 monoclonal antibodies bound to beads [59]. This group had already demonstrated that Treg cells from NOD mice are highly sensitive to CD28 costimulation by demonstrating the deficiency of these cells and an accelerated progression to diabetes in CD28 knockout mice [60]. As in the protocol described by Steinman’s group, very high doses of IL-2 were also used. The necessity for IL-2 for Treg expansion in these protocols is interesting in light of the fact that both the IL-2Rα knockout mouse and the IL-2 knockout mouse develop systemic autoimmunity and that this autoimmunity can be ameliorated by the presence of Treg [61].

The bead-bound antibody protocol yielded extremely high numbers of expanded Treg (up to 100-fold expansion over five days’ culture) and, in common
with the findings of Tarbell et al., these authors also demonstrated augmented Treg function in the expanded Treg population. This was evident in vitro and in vivo and the antibody-stimulated T cells were able to suppress diabetes onset upon co-transfer with BDC2.5 CD4+CD25+ cells to NOD.scid mice. Impressively, expanded Treg were able to suppress disease in CD28-/-NOD mice – demonstrating that the cells can function in a non-lymphopenic animal. Even more strikingly, these CD4+CD25+ cells were able to prevent the rejection of a syngeneic islet graft that had restored normoglycemia to previously overtly diabetic NOD mice and also to restore normoglycemia to newly diabetic mice. Taken together these findings hold great promise for future human immunotherapy. Figure 1 shows some of the mechanisms that Treg cells might employ in prevention of type 1 diabetes.

Transduction of CD25 cells with Foxp3

In contrast to expansion by cell division, an alternative approach to the generation of sufficient numbers of T regulatory cells for immunotherapy would be to transduce the more numerous CD25 T cells with Foxp3 in order to convey regulatory activity upon them. This prospect was made a reality by some of the original publications that described Foxp3 as a T regulatory cell-specific gene in the mouse.

Both publications by Hori et al. and Fontenot et al. demonstrated that cloning of the Foxp3 gene into a retroviral vector and then transducing CD25+ T cells undergoing activation with the retrovirus could turn these cells into bona fide CD25+ regulatory T cells in vitro and in an in vivo colitis model. The implications of these developments for T cell immunotherapy of autoimmune disease were exciting but the experiments were carried out in a non-autoimmune prone strain. It remained to be seen whether the same approach could be as successful in mice with documented defects in T suppressor cell function [40, 41, 62]. Is Foxp3 as powerful a dictator of Treg cell development and function in the NOD mouse as it appears to be in the BALB/c strain? Would the transduced cells be able to stably maintain their regulatory phenotype?

These questions were answered in an impressive study by Jaeckel et al. [63]. They successfully transduced CD25+ cells from BDC2.5 NOD mice with the transcription factor; despite noting a lower transduction efficiency than that seen in other strains, they found that the T cells were fully suppressive in vitro and could reverse disease in newly diabetic female NOD mice – the toughest test of any neo-Treg. Despite the low transduction efficiency, it is conceivable that the newly formed Treg could be expanded as described previously to optimise regulatory T cell production.

Future challenges

Despite the successes of the past few years in the induction and expansion of T regulatory cells, several major hurdles still need to be overcome before they could make it as far as the clinic. There are potential problems relating both to the safety and efficacy of these cells as human therapeutics.

One significant obstacle in terms of efficacy is that we still do not know enough about the antigen specificities of pathogenic islet-specific T cells in humans. The work done in murine systems has the great advantage that it has been able to utilize a TCR transgenic system in which it is known that the T cells concerned are (1) specific for an islet cell autoantigen, (2) will home to this site and (3) will proliferate in response to that antigen – a process which many studies have shown is crucial for Treg function in vivo. It is also clear from the above studies that expanded Treg cells that are islet-specific are considerably more potent than polyclonal expanded Treg cells at suppressing disease in vivo. Therefore, for human therapy, the challenge will be to identify islet-specific Treg and selectively expand them. The difficulty of finding appropriate T cell specificities is illustrated by results from the murine work demonstrating that even GAD-65-specific regulatory T cells from a GAD-65 TCR transgenic mouse are not capable of suppressing disease as are BDC2.5 T cells [59]. Even though they are islet-specific and will respond to injected GAD-65 protein, it seems either that the antigen is not expressed at high enough levels in the draining lymph node or that the T cells do not have a high enough affinity for the peptide-MHC complexes.

Despite the perceived difficulty of identifying and expanding islet-specific T reg in humans, there are a few approaches that could be used, including the identification of antigen-specific cells with MHC class II tetramers. The identification of new epitopes is also being furthered by peptide elution studies [43].

The in vivo life-span of human T regulatory cells is also something that requires investigation; while T reg can be long-lived following injection to mice, this may not be true in humans. Experiences with CD8+ T cells in tumor immunotherapy have shown that most of the transferred T cells are lost reasonably soon after inoculation. In some treatment protocols, persistence of the transferred population has been improved by depleting the patient’s lymphocytes prior to transfer [64]. This might be an inappropriate treatment for patients who
are predisposed to autoimmune disease as it is known that transient lymphopenia itself can induce autoimmunity. Similarly, the survival of transferred CD8+ T cells can be enhanced by treating recipients with IL-2 at the same time. Again, treatment of patients who have ongoing autoimmunity with such a potent T cell mitogen might also precipitate an exacerbation of their existing disease.

There are also potential concerns regarding the safety of T cell immunotherapy. As a concept it has been trialed in cancer immunotherapy. Generally, there is little data on the long-term safety of such treatment as it is often given as a last-ditch treatment to patients with a very low chance of long-term survival. In the setting of administration to a juvenile diabetic, the patient might expect 70-80 more years of life and it must be proven that treatment with T cells is as safe as the existing treatment of daily insulin injections. One of the major problems with regulatory T cell therapy is that the Treg may suppress responses to pathogens. From the point of view of autoimmunity, it is advantageous that Treg can suppress responses to antigens other than the ones they are specific for (bystander suppression.) However, one would not want this bystander suppression to spill over into preventing antimicrobial defense. This might not be a problem as the presence of pro-inflammatory stimuli can sometimes break suppression [65] but it is an important issue to consider.

We also need to be sure that T regulatory cells that have been proliferated through many rounds of in vitro division in the presence of such high doses of IL-2 are no more likely to become T cell tumors than freshly isolated T regulatory cells. In the case of T regulatory cells that have been retrovirally transduced there are two possible causes for concern. There is the possibility of retroviral integration causing transformation of the T cells. Furthermore, it is also possible that the patient may mount an immune response against viral epitopes. This may result in the destruction of the infused T cells if they express viral peptides on their MHC class I molecules, although this does not appear to have been a problem in the murine models used. In any case, retroviral transduction could possibly be circumvented by using TGF-β or anti-CD4 to induce Foxp3 [33-35]. However, in this situation not all of the treated cells would become Foxp3+ and some autoreactive CD25+ cells might therefore still be transferred.

Conclusions

Defects in T cell regulation play a crucial role in many human and murine autoimmune diseases. Recent advances in our understanding of regulatory T cell biology have made regulatory T cell therapy a potential means by which autoimmunity could be specifically ameliorated. If subsequent work shows that Treg cells represent a safe and efficient source for therapy, they could become an important weapon in the fight against immune-mediated pathology.
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